PEARL GARDENS BEACH - KALANGALA, UGANDA
6 acres
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16 Double flats - showers and toilets outside (4,4)
Reception room - launch - can host 85 people at once
4 x 3 bed flats with shower and toilet
Plenary Room for max 150 people
20 double flats with outside 3 toilets and 3 showers, flats are surrounding the plenary room
Dining space for 100 people - open with light roof, can be use as open session room
10 small houses with two beds each with sink and toilet
open air 2 x toilets and 4 x showers
open bar and bonfire place - has electricity

they have 3 big tents for 100 can put them
as dining or labs
They have a number of tent for 4, 6 people
that can be use
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solar power in rooms generator 75 KW
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kitchen - gas and fire - so far 163 people
no mosquitos , nice fresh air
people can plant trees
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from the North there is football place and volleyball as well
Beach
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view from the hill - on the main building
on the map I, II and III

Forest - left on the map

Famious ferry - 3 times a day - the only one
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tents on the beach

Sport on the beach - in front of the bar IX

Dining area inside - VI on the map

